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Kinetic and Potential EnergyKinetic and Potential Energy
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Why ?

It’s good that 

K  ½ K = ½ …
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Why ?
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Energy and Work
Kinetic energy

Units of Work and Energy: Joule

Work done by a constant force

Units of Work and Energy: Joule

W k ki ti   thWork–kinetic energy theorem
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(h   is the vertical drop)
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Work Done by a Gravitational Forcey
Work done by gravitational force

Tomato thrown upward
Wg > 0Wg < 0

Lifting/lowering an object

gg

Change in kinetic energy:

Lifting/lowering an object
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F

x
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Work Done by a Spring Force
Hooke’s law:

Work done by a spring force:
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Sample Problem 7-8p
A block of mass A block of mass m = 0.40 kgm = 0.40 kg slides across a horizontal slides across a horizontal 
frictionless counter with a speed of   frictionless counter with a speed of   v = 0.50 m/sv = 0.50 m/s. It runs . It runs 
into and compresses a spring of spring constant                   into and compresses a spring of spring constant                   
k 750 N/k 750 N/ Wh th bl k i t il t d bWh th bl k i t il t d bk = 750 N/mk = 750 N/m. When the block is momentarily stopped by . When the block is momentarily stopped by 
the spring, by what distance the spring, by what distance dd is the spring compressed?is the spring compressed?
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Work Done by a General 
Variable Force

Work: variable forceWork: variable force

Calculus

Divide area under curve

Add increments of W (numerically)

Analytical form?

Integration!!!
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½
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P = ½*50kg*(5m/s)2/1 s

Power
Average PowerAverage Power

Sample Problem 7Sample Problem 7--1010: Two constant forces : Two constant forces FF11 and and FF22
acting on a box as the box slides rightward across aacting on a box as the box slides rightward across aUnits:  Watts

Instantaneous PowerInstantaneous Power

acting on a box as the box slides rightward across a acting on a box as the box slides rightward across a 
frictionless floor. Force frictionless floor. Force FF11 is horizontal, with is horizontal, with 
magnitude magnitude 2.0 N2.0 N, force , force FF22 is angled upward by is angled upward by 6060ºº
to the floor and has a magnitude of to the floor and has a magnitude of 4.0 N4.0 N. The speed . The speed 

Units:  Watts

vv of the box at of the box at a certain instanta certain instant is is 3.0 m/s3.0 m/s..

a)a) What is the power due to each force acting What is the power due to each force acting 
on the box? Is the net power changing at thaton the box? Is the net power changing at thaton the box? Is the net power changing at that on the box? Is the net power changing at that 
instant?instant?

b)b) If the magnitude If the magnitude FF22 is, instead, is, instead, 6.0 N6.0 N, what is , what is 
th t d i it h i ?th t d i it h i ?
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now the net power, and is it changing?now the net power, and is it changing?




